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Abstract: This paper exposes a novel method to cope with the stabilization of networked control
systems with asynchronous sampling and actuators saturations. The constructive stabilization criterion
is expressed in terms of linear matrices inequalities using the continuous-time model of the systems.
However the stability analysis of the closed-loop system is based on the discrete-time Lyapunov
Theorem. An example shows that the conservatism of the conditions has been reduced with respect
to the literature.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decades, a large attention has been taken to Networked Control Systems (NCS) (see Hespanha et al. (2007);
Zampieri (2008)). Such systems are controlled systems containing several distributed plants which are connected through
a communication network. In such applications, a heavy temporary load of computation in a processor can corrupt the
sampling period of a certain controller. On the other side, the
sampling period can be scheduled in the design in order to avoid
this load. In both cases, the variations of the sampling period
will affect the stability properties of such systems. Another phenomenon, which has been widely investigated concerns stability under packet losses. In wireless networks, a transmission of
data packets is not always guaranteed. Some packets can be lost
during the transmission. The objective is thus to guarantee the
stability even if some packet are lost in the communication. It
is thus an important issue to develop robust stability conditions
with respect to the variations of sampling period.
The variation of the sampling period in a networked control
loop can be modeled by a time-varying delay on the plant
control input while considering a continuous-time dynamics. In
this case, the delay variation rate between two sampling instants
is equal to one. Thus, a fundamental problem regards the determination of the bounds on the delay variation (corresponding to
the sampling period jitter), for which the stability of the closedloop system can be kept. On the other hand, for physical or
security reasons, actuators cannot apply unlimited signals to
the controlled plant. This fact, makes control saturation another
possible source of instability and performance degradation.
Hence the problem of stabilizing a networked control system
taking into account the variations on the sampling period as
well as the control signal constraints, can be seen as a problem
of stabilizing a continuous-time system presenting a saturating
delayed input.
In the last decade, many techniques have been proposed in the
literature to deal with the stabilization of time-delay systems
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subject to actuator saturation. In this context, we can cite, for
instance: Oucheriah (1996) and Niculescu et al. (1996), where
globally stabilizing control laws are proposed, and Tarbouriech
and Gomes da Silva Jr. (2000), Cao et al. (2002) and Fridman
et al. (2004), where the regional stabilization problem is considered. These works are mainly concerned by state delayed
systems. In this context, the stabilization conditions consider
delay independent approaches (which allow to address timevarying delays, but in a possible conservative way) and delay dependent conditions considering fixed delays. Recently,
in Zhang et al. (2008) and Gomes da Silva Jr. et al. (2010),
results considering systems presenting time-variyng delays on
the states have been proposed. On the other hand, we can note
a lack of results considering input delays, and, in particular,
time-varying ones. In Tarbouriech et al. (2003) and Gomes da
Silva Jr. and Tarbouriech (2005), anti-windup techniques are
proposed for systems with fixed input delays. In Fridman et al.
(2004), the particular case of sample data problem is considered
from an input time-delay perspective. This result is based on
the the polytopic formulation from Cao et al. (2002) which increases the number of LMIs to solve. Moreover this result from
Fridman et al. (2004) on stability and stabilization of sampleddata systems has been improved, for instance in Naghshtabrizi
et al. (2008) and Seuret (2011). Then there is a need to develop
a more accurate stabilization criteria for sampled and saturated
controlled systems.
In this paper we are interested in the problem of stabilizing
a networked control system taking into account the possible
variations on the sample period (due to packet losses in the
network) and also the fact that the signals provided by the actuators are bounded (i.e saturating plant inputs). With this aim, the
following section describes the problem formulation. Section 3
presents some preliminary lemmas on LMI manipulations, on
the generalized sector condition and a preliminary theorem on
the stability of asynchronous sampling. Then Sections 4 and
5 respectively expose a theorem on the local stabilization of
systems with sampled and saturated input and an optimization
method. An example is showed in section 6.
Notations. Throughout the article, the sets N, R+ , Rn , Rn×n ,
Sn and KT denote respectively the set of positive integers, pos-

itive scalars, n-dimensional vectors, n × n matrices, symmetric
matrices of Rn×n and the set of differentiable function from an
interval I ⊂ [0, T ] to Rn . For a given positive scalar, T2 , define
the K as the set of continuous functions from [0, T2 ] to Rn .
The notation k · k stands for the Euclidean norm. The superscript ‘ T ’ stands for matrix transposition. The notation P > 0
for P ∈ Sn means that P is positive definite. For any matrix
A ∈ Rn×n and vector x ∈ Rn , the notations A j and x j denote,
respectively, the jth line of matrix A and the jth component
of vector x. The term He{A} > 0 refers to A + AT > 0. The
symbols I and 0 represent the identity and the zero matrices of
appropriate dimension.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let {tSk }k∈N be an increasing sequence of positive scalars such
that k∈N [tk , tk+1 [= [0, + ∞[. Assume that there exist two
positive scalars T̄1 ≤ T̄2 such that the difference between two
successive sampling instants Tk = tk+1 − tk satisfies
∀k ∈ N, 0 ≤ T̄1 ≤ Tk ≤ T̄2 .
(1)
Consider the linear system with a sampled-data input
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(tk ),
(2)
n
m
where x ∈ R and u ∈ R represent the state variable and
the input vector. The matrices A and B are of appropriate
dimension. We suppose that the input vector u is subject to
amplitude limitations defined as follows:
|ui | ≤ u0i , u0i > 0, i = 1, ..., m.
(3)
Consider now a state feedback control law u(t) = Kx(t). Due to
the control bounds defined in (3), the effective control signal to
be applied to the system is given by
u(t) = sat(Kxk ), tk ≤ t < tk+1 ,
(4)
where xk = x(tk ) and the gain K in Rn×m is to be determined and
ui (t) = sat(Ki xk ) = sign(Ki xk )) min{u0i , Ki xk } for i = 1, . . . , m.
Hence, the closed-loop system reads
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bsat(Kxk ).
(5)
Note that system (5) can be in fact be represented by the
following input delayed system:
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bsat(Kx(t − τ (t)))
with τ (t) = t − tk and τ (t) ≤ T̄2 . Furthermore, between tk and
tk+1 , one has τ̇ (t)=1. Integrating the differential equation (2)
with the control law (4) over a sampling period, the dynamics
of the system satisfies, for all t ∈ [tk , tk+1 ]
ẋ(tk + τ (t)) = Ã(τ (t))xk + B̃(τ (t))sat(Kxk ),
Ã(τ (t)) = eAτ (t) , B̃(τ (t)) =

Z τ (t)
0

eA(τ (t)−θ ) d θ B.

(6)

This equality leads naturally to the introduction of a novel
notation. Define, for all integer k, the function χk (τ ) : [0, Tk ] →
Rn such that for all τ in [0, Tk ], χk (τ ) = x(tk + τ ). It represents
the trajectory of the sampled-data systems (2) in the interval
[tk tk+1 ]. Then χk belongs to KT̄2 . Then rewriting the dynamics
of the system using χk ∈ KT̄2 and τ ∈ [0, Tk ] leads to

χk (τ ) = x(tk + τ ) = Ã(τ )χk (0) + B̃(τ )sat(K χk (0))
d
χ̇k (τ ) =
χk (τ ) = Aχk (τ ) + Bsat(K χk (0))
dτ

(7)

Although the system dynamics are considered to be linear, due
to the control saturation, the closed-loop system is nonlinear.
Hence, the determination of a global stabilizing controller is
possible only when some stability assumptions are verified by

the open-loop system (u(t) = 0) Lin and Saberi (1993). When
this hypothesis is not verified, it is only possible to achieve
semiglobal or local/regional stabilization. In this case, given
a stabilizing matrix K, we associate a basin of attraction to
the equilibrium point xe (t) ≡ 0 of system (5). The basin of
attraction corresponds to all initial conditions x0 ∈ R such that
the corresponding trajectories of system (5) converge asymptotically to the origin Khalil (1996). Since the determination of
the exact basin of attraction is practically impossible, a problem
of interest is to ensure the asymptotic stability for a set of
admissible initial conditions x0 .
Hence, from the considerations above, in this paper we are interested in studying the stabilization problems stated as follows.
(P1) Given T̄1 , T̄2 , find K and a set of admissible initial conditions, as large as possible, for which the asymptotic stability
of the closed-loop system is ensured.
(P1) Maximize the bound on the delay T̄2 , for which the
asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system can be ensured
for some set of admissible initial conditions.
In the sequel, theoretical conditions that allow to address the
stabilization problems above are proposed.
3. ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY OF SATURATED AND
SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS
3.1 Preliminaries
Lemma 1. Let P and P0 be two positive definite matrices and M
being a nonsingular matrix. Define P̃ = MPM T . If
·
¸
−P0
I
< 0,
(8)
T
I −M − M + P̃
then P < P0 .
Proof: If P > 0, it follows from
(P−1 − M)P(P−1 − M)T ≥ 0,
(9)
−1
T
T
−1
that P ≥ (M + M − P̃) or P ≤ (M + M − P̃) . Hence, from
Schur’s complement, if (8) is verified, it follows that:
P0 > (M + M T − P̃)−1 ≥ P,
which implies that P < P0 .
3.2 Generalized sector condition
Define the following function
ψ (K χk (0)) = K χk (0) − sat(K χk (0)).
(10)
Note that, ψ (K χk (0)) corresponds to a decentralized deadzone
nonlinearity. Considering the function ψ (K χk (0)), the closedloop system can be re-written as
χ˙k (τ ) = Aχk (τ ) + BK χk (0) − Bψ (K χk (0)).
(11)
m×n
Considering a matrix G ∈ R
and defining the following
polyhedral set
S , {x ∈ Rn ; |(Ki − Gi )x| ≤ u0i , i = 1, ..., m}.
(12)
The following Lemma, from Gomes da Silva Jr. and Tarbouriech (2005), concerning the nonlinearity ψ (Kx) can be
stated.
Lemma 2. Consider the function ψ (Kx) defined in (10) for any
x ∈ Rn . If x ∈ S then the relation
ψ T (Kx)U[ψ (Kx) − Gx] ≤ 0,
(13)
is verified for any matrix U ∈ Rm×m diagonal and positive
definite.

The result in Lemma 2 can be seen as a generalized sector
condition. As will be seen in the sequel, differently from the
classical sector condition (used for instance in Tarbouriech et al.
(2003)), this condition will allow to obtain stability conditions
directly in an LMI form.
Another instrumental result, needed in the sequel to devise the
stabilization conditions, is given by the following section.
3.3 Stability of sampled-data systems
This section is motivated by the difference between the discrete
and continuous-time Lyapunov theorems. As the problem of
sampled-data systems is at the boundary of the discrete and
the continuous-time theories, it is important to put in clear the
difference between them. More especially, the main idea of
this section consists in developing novel stability conditions for
sampled-data systems, modelled in continuous-time, using the
discrete-time Lyapunov theorem.
Theorem 1. Let V : Rn → R+ be a function for which there
exist real numbers 0 < µ1 < µ2 and p > 0 such that
(14)
∀(k, x) ∈ N × Rn , µ1 kxk p ≤ V (x) ≤ µ2 kxk p .
The two following statements are equivalent.
(i) ∀k ≥ 0,

∆V (k) = V (χk (Tk )) −V (χk (0)) < 0;

(ii) For all Tk ∈ [T̄1 T̄2 ], there exists a continuous functional
V1 : [0 Tk ] × KT̄2 → R, differentiable over all intervals of the
form [0 Tk [ which satisfies for all k ≥ 0
V1 (Tk , χk (·)) = V1 (0, χk (·)).
(15)
and such that, for all k > 0 and for all τ in [0 Tk ], the following
inequality holds
d
W (τ , χk ) =
[V (χk (τ )) +V1 (τ , χk )] < 0,
(16)
dτ
Moreover, if one of these two statements is satisfied, the solutions of the system (2) with the sampled and saturated control
law (4) are asymptotically stable.
Proof. Consider a positive integer k, Tk ∈ [T̄1 T̄2 ] and τ ∈ [0, Tk ].
Assume (ii) is satisfied. Integrating W over the interval [0 Tk [
and assuming that (15) holds, this directly implies ∆V (k) < 0
and that (i) holds.
Assume now that (i) is satisfied. Inspired by Lemma 2 in
Peet et al. (2009), consider the functional V1 (τ , χk ) = −V (x) +
τ /Tk ∆V (k). Indeed, V1 is a functional since it is expressed
with respect to ∆V (k) which depends on the function χk (0),
χk (Tk ) and χk (τ ) for all τ ∈ [0 Tk ]. By simple computations,
it is easy to obtain that this functional satisfies (15) and that
W (τ , χk ) = ∆V (k)/Tk . Then W has the same sign as ∆V (k).
This proves the equivalence between (i) and (ii).
From the discrete-time Lyapunov theorem, the equilibrium of
the discrete-time system is asymptotically stable by noting that
the inequality (i) above implies V (χk (Tk )) < V (χk (0)) and
consequently that x(tk ) tends to zero as k tends to infinity.
The end of the proof consists in ensuring that the solutions of
the continuous-time system are not diverging within a sampling
period. From (14), the inequality
V (χk (τ )) ≤ µ2 )kÃ(τ )χk (0) + B̃(τ )sat(K χk (0))k) p ,
V (x) ≤ µ2 ((kÃ(τ )k) p + (kB̃(τ )Kk) p )(|χk (0)|) p ,

Fig. 1. Illustration of the proof of Theorem 1
is ensured, for all integer k, and τ ∈ [0, Tk ]. Noting that the
functions Ã(.) and B̃(.) from [0, T̄2 ] to Rn×n are continuous
and consequently bounded over [0, T̄2 ]], there exists a positive
scalar µm such that,
∀τ ∈ [0 T̄2 ],

(kÃ(τ )k) p + (kB̃(τ )Kk) p ≤ µm .

This ensures V (χk (τ )) ≤ µ2 µm kχk (0)k p . This proves that the
continuous Lyapunov function uniformly and exponentially
tends to zero.
In the literature several articles have introduced functionals
satisfying the requirements of Theorem 1 (see for instance
Naghshtabrizi et al. (2008); Fridman (2010)). However, those
results use of the Lyapunov-Krasovskii theorem which requires
necessarily their positive definiteness. Moreover no direct relation between the discrete-time Lyapunov theorem (∆V (k) < 0)
and the Lyapunov-Kravoskii theorem (V̇ + V̇1 < 0) is provided.
Theorem 1 proves that they are equivalent and, moreover, it relaxes the constraint on the positivity of the functional. The only
requirement to ensure stability is on the discrete-time Lyapunov
function V , and (15).
A graphical illustration of Theorem 1 is shown in Figure 1.
The main idea remains in showing the equivalence between
the conditions on the decreasing increment ∆V (k) = V (xtk+1 ) −
V (xtk ) < 0 and the existence of a continuous functional W
which coincides with the Lyapunov function V at the sampling
instants and which is strictly decreasing within all sampling
intervals. The main contribution of Theorem 1 is that the
introduction of the functional W allows the Lyapunov function
V to be locally increasing.
In the following, a theorem provides sufficient stability conditions for the cases of synchronous and asynchronous samplings.
4. STABILIZATION OF SAMPLED DATA SYSTEMS
UNDER INPUT SATURATION
In this section, a constructive result regarding the asymptotic
stability of the solutions of systems under saturation and sampled input is provided. The objective is to compute a control law
and an associated set of initial conditions that makes the solutions of the closed loop system asymptotically stable. Based on
the result of Theorem 1, t he following theorem is derived.

Theorem 2. For given positive scalars T̄1 < T̄2 , assume that
there exist, P̃ > 0, R̃ > 0, S̃1 X̃ ∈ Sn , a diagonal matrix Ũ > 0 in
Sm , K̃, G̃ ∈ Rm×n , Ỹ , S̃2 ∈ Rn×n and Ñ ∈ R(3n+m)×n that satisfy,
for i = 1, 2
Ψ1 (T̄i ) = Π̃1 + T̄i Π̃2 + T̄i Π̃3 < 0,
(17)
·
¸
Π̃1 − T̄i Π̃3 T̄i Ñ
< 0,
(18)
Ψ2 (T̄i ) =
∗
−T̄i R̃
·
¸
P̃ (K̃ − G̃) j
Ψ3j (u0 j ) =
≥ 0, ∀ j = 1, . . . , m,
(19)
∗
u20 j
with
T
Π̃1 = He{M1T P̃M3 } − M12
S̃1 M12 − He{(M2T S̃2T + Ñ)M12 }
T
+He{ε M1 (AỸ M1 + BK̃M2 − Ỹ M3 − BŨM4 )}
+He{M3T (AỸ M1 + BK̃M2 − Ỹ M3 − BŨM4 )}
+He{M4T G̃M2 } − 2M4T ŨM4 ,
Π̃2 = M3T R̃M3 + He{M3T (S̃1 M12 + S̃2 M2 )}
Π̃3 = M2T X̃M2 ,

(20)

where

M0 = [ A BK −I −B ] ,
M1 = [ I 0 0 0 ] , M2 = [ 0 I 0 0 ] ,
M3 = [ 0 0 I 0 ] , M4 = [ 0 0 0 I ] ,
and where M12 = M1 − M2 .
then, for K = W Ỹ −1 and all initial conditions x0 = x(0) belonging to the ellipsoidal set
©
ª
E = x ∈ Rn , xT Px ≤ 1 ,
(21)
with P = Ỹ −T P̃Ỹ −1 , the corresponding trajectories of system
(5) converge asymptotically to the origin for any asynchronous
sampling satisfying (1).
Remark 1. The previous matrices Mi are not of the same dimension.
Proof. Introduce a quadratic Lyapunov function candidate defined by V (x) = xT Px for all x ∈ Rn . The objective is then
to prove that ∆V (k) = V (χk (Tk )) − V (χk (0)) < 0. Thanks to
Theorem 1, the objective is to design functionals V1 which
satisfies (15). A candidate of such type of functionals is defined
for all τ ∈ [0 Tk ]
V1 (τ , χk ) = (Tk − τ )ζZkT (τ )[S1 ζk (τ ) + 2S2 χk (0)]
+(Tk − τ )

τ

0

χ̇kT (θ )Rχ̇k (θ )d θ

+(Tk − τ )τ χkT (0)X χk (0),
where ζk (τ ) = χk (τ ) − χk (0). The first step of the proof focuses
on the fact that the function V and the functional V1 satisfy
Theorem (1). The function V satisfies (14) since it is a quadratic
Lyapunov function. The next part of the proof consists in
ensuring (15). Since ζk (τ ) and (Tk − τ ) tend to 0 as τ → 0 and
τ → Tk , respectively, it follows that the limits of V1 (τ , χk ) tends
to 0 as τ tends to 0 and Tk . The functional V1 thus satisfies
conditions (15). Moreover it is continuous at all sampling
instants and differentiable for all τ ∈ [0 Tk [. The rest of the proof
consists in ensuring inequality (16). The following equality is
obtained
W (τ , χk ) = 2χkT (τ )Pχ̇k (τ ) + (Tk − 2τ )χkTZ(0)X χk (0)
−ζkT (τ )[S1 ζk (τ ) + 2S2 χk (τ )] −

τ

0

χ̇kT (θ )Rχ̇k (θ )d θ

+(Tk − τ )χ̇kT (τ )[Rχ̇k (τ ) + 2S1 ζk (τ ) + 2S2 χk (0)].
(22)

For all τ ∈ [0 Tk [, consider the extended vector

ξk (τ ) = [χkT (τ ) χkT (0) χ̇kT (τ ) ψ T (K χk (0))]T .
Introduce a matrix N ∈ R(3n+m)×n . Since R is assumed to be
positive definite and thus non singular, the product (χ̇k (θ ) −
R−1 N T ξk (τ ))T R(χ̇k (θ ) − R−1 N T ξk (τ )) is positive for all τ ∈
[0, Tk [ and all θ ∈ [0 τ [. Integrating its development over [0 τ ],
the following inequality is obtained
Z τ
0

χ̇kT (θ )Rχ̇k (θ )d θ − 2ξkT (τ )N ζk (τ )
+τξkT (τ )NR−1 N T ξk (τ ) ≥ 0,

Combining this inequality to equation (22), it yields:
W (τ , χk ) ≤ 2χk (τ )T Pχ̇k (τ ) + (Tk − 2τ )χkT (0)X χk (0)
−ζkT (τ )[S1 ζk (τ ) + 2S2 χk (0)] − 2ξkT (τ )N ζk (τ )
+(Tk − τ )χ̇kT (τ )[Rχ̇k (τ ) + 2S1 ζk (τ ) + 2S2 χk (0)].
(23)
In order to achieve the design of the controller the vector χ̇k (τ )
is introduced in the vector ξk (τ ). Consequently, the exists a
relation between the components of ξk (τ ). This relation is given
by:
M0 ξk (τ ) = Aχk (τ ) − χ̇k (τ ) + BK χk (0) − Bψ (K χk (0)) = 0.
This allows to introduce the following terms to the inequality
(23) for any square matrice Y1 and Y2 ∈ Rn×n
£
¤
2 χkT (τ )Y1T + χ̇kT (τ )Y2T M0 ξk (τ ) = 0
This method corresponds to the descriptor approach introduced
in Fridman and Shaked (2002).
Suppose now that χk (0) ∈ S defined in (12). In this case,
from Lemma 2, the relation −ψ T (K χk (0))U[ψ (K χk (0)) −
Gχk (0)] ≥ 0 holds. Define
V (τ , χk ) = W (τ , χk ) − 2ψ T (K χk (0))U[ψ (K χk (0)) − Gχk (0)]
Hence, if V (τ , χk ) < 0, it follows that W (τ , χk ) ≤ V (τ , χk ) <
0. The expression of V (τ , χk ) is therefore given by
V (τ , χk ) = W (τ , χk ) − 2ψ T (K χk (0))U[ψ (K χk (0)) − Gχk (0)]
V (τ , χk ) ≤ 2χkT (τ )Pχ̇k (τ ) + (Tk − 2τ )χkT (0)X χk (0)
−ζkT (τ )[S1 ζk (τ ) + 2S2 χk (0)]
+τξkT (τ )NR−1 N T ξk (τ ) − 2ξkT (τ )N ζk (τ )
+2ξkT (τ )M0T (Y1 χk (τ ) +Y2 χ̇k (τ ))
+(Tk − τ )χ̇kT (τ )[Rχ̇k (τ ) + 2S1 ζk (τ ) + 2S2 χk (0)]
−2ψ (T K χk (0))U[ψ (K χk (0)) − Gχk (0)].
Noting that χk (τ ) = M1 ξk (τ ), χk (0) = M2 ξk (τ ), χ̇k (τ ) =
M3 ξk (τ ), ψ (K χk (0)) = M4 ξk (τ ), ζk = M12 ξk (τ ), we can rewrite V (τ , χk ), ∀τ ∈ [0 Tk [, as follows:
V (τ , χk ) ≤ ξkT (τ )[Π1 + (Tk − τ )Π2
+τ NR−1 N T + (Tk − 2τ )Π3 ]ξk (τ ).

(24)

where
T
Π1 = He{M1T PM3 − (M2T S2T − N)M12 } − M12
S1 M12
T
T
+He{M0 (Y1 M1 +Y2 M3 ) + M4 UGM2 } − 2M4T UM4 ,
Π2 = M3T RM3 + He{M3T (S1 M12 + S2 M2 )}
Π3 = M2T XM2 ,
In order to obtain an LMI condition that allows to compute a
gain K, while guaranteeing that V (τ , χk ) < 0, a method inspired
from Fridman (2006) is applied in the sequel.

+τ

Consider the contributions in V corresponding to terms of the
form “χ̇kT (τ )(.)χ̇k (τ ) ”. This is given by
£
¤
M3 Π1 + (Tk − τ )Π2 + τ NR−1 N T + (Tk − 2τ )Π3 M3T .
This leads to −Y2 − Y2T + τ R + τ N3 R−1 N3T , where N3 ∈ Rn×n
is a component of N. Since we are looking for a negative
contribution of this term, a necessary conditions is that Y2 is
non singular. Thus, since U is assumed to be a diagonal positive
definite matrix, define the matrices Ỹ = Y2−1 , Ũ = U −1 and the
matrix Ξ = diag{Ỹ , Ỹ , Ỹ , Ũ}. This matrice Ξ exists and is non
singular. Introduce the new vector ξ̃k (τ ) = Ξ−1 ξk (τ ). Rewriting
(24), using the new variable ξ̃k (τ ) leads to
V (τ , χk ) ≤ ξ̃kT (τ )[ΞT Π1 Ξ + (Tk − τ )ΞT Π2 Ξ
+τ ΞT NR−1 N T Ξ + (Tk − 2τ )ΞT Π3 Ξ]ξ̃k (τ ).
The following consists in showing that the conditions of Theorem 2 leads to V (τ , χk ) < 0. From the definition of the matrices
Mi for i = 1, . . . , 4, one has
M1 Ξ = Ỹ M1 , M2 Ξ = Ỹ M2 , M3 Ξ = Ỹ M3 ,
M4 Ξ = ŨM4 , M12 Ξ = Ỹ M12 .
Consequently, it yields
ΞT Π1 Ξ = He{M1T Ỹ T PỸ M3 − (M2T Ỹ T S2T Ỹ − ΞT NỸ )M12 }
T T
−M12
Ỹ S1Ỹ M12 + He{(M1T Ỹ T Y1T + M3T )M0 Ξ}
T
−2M4 ŨM4 + He{M4T GỸ M2 },
ΞT Π2 Ξ = M3T Ỹ T RỸ M3 + 2He{M3T (Ỹ T S1Ỹ M12 + Ỹ T S2Ỹ M2 )},
ΞT Π3 Ξ = M2T Ỹ T X Ỹ M2 ,
Define the new LMI variables P̃ = Ỹ T PỸ , S̃1 = Ỹ T S1Ỹ , S̃2 =
Ỹ T S2Ỹ , R̃ = Ỹ T RỸ , X̃ = Ỹ T X Ỹ and Ñ = ΞT NỸ . With these
notations, the non linear term ΞT NR−1 N T Ξ can be rewritten
as follows:
ΞT NR−1 N T Ξ = ΞT NỸ (Ỹ −1 R−1Ỹ −T )Ỹ T N T Ξ
= Ñ R̃−1 Ñ.
From the definition of Ỹ , we have Ỹ T Y2 = I. Concerning the
term Ỹ T Y1 , it is necessary to introduce the constraint Y1 = ε Y2 ,
for some positive scalar ε . Define K̃ = KỸ and G̃ = GỸ , the
following inequality is thus obtained
V (τ , χk ) ≤ ξ̃kT (τ )[Π̃1 + (Tk − τ )Π̃2
(25)
+τ Ñ R̃−1 Ñ T + (Tk − 2τ )Π̃3 ]ξ̃k (τ ).
where Π̃1 , Π̃2 and Π̃3 are defined in (20). To prove that V
is negative definite for all τ , note that the right hand side of
equation (25) depends linearly on τ which belongs to the interval [0, Tk ]. A convexity property ensure that this is equivalent
to only ensure that this inequality holds for τ = 0 and τ = Tk
(see Naghshtabrizi et al. (2008) for more detail). It leads to the
inequalities
Π̃1 + Tk (Π̃2 + Π̃3 ) < 0,
Π̃1 − Tk Π̃3 + Tk Ñ R̃−1 Ñ T < 0.
Applying the same convexity on Tk lying in the interval [T̄1 , T̄2 ]
and then applying the Schur complement to the non linear term,
the conditions Ψ1 (T̄i ) < 0 and Ψ2 (T̄i ) < 0 are obtained.
Ψ1 (T̄i )

Ψ2 (T̄i )

Hence, we can conclude that if
< 0,
< 0 and
provided that χk (0) ∈ S , it follows that W (τ , χk ) < 0 and
the conditions of Theorem
© 1 are verified. We ªshow now that,
if x0 = χ0 (0) is in E = x ∈ Rn , xT Px ≤ 1 and if (19) is
verified, it follows that W (τ , χk ) < 0, ∀k ≥ 0.

It is easy to see that (19) implies that E ⊂ S as defined in
(12). Suppose that χ0 (0) ∈ E . Hence it follows, from Lemma 2
that ψ T (K χ0 (0))U[ψ (K χ0 (0)) − Gχ0 (0)] ≤ 0 and therefore, if
Ψ1 (T̄i ) < 0, Ψ2 (T̄i ) < 0, W (τ , χ0 ) < 0. This fact implies that
V (χ1 (0)) = V (χ0 (T1 )) < V (χ0 (0)),
i.e. χ1 (0) is in E . Repeating the reasoning for k = 1, 2 . . .,
we conclude that χl (0) ∈ E and ψ T (K χk (0))U[ψ (K χk (0)) −
Gχk (0)] ≤ 0, ∀k = [0, ∞). Hence, by vertu of Theorem 1 the
satisfaction of conditions (17)-(19) ensures the asymptotic convergence of the trajectories to the origin, provided that x0 ∈ S .
A remark regarding Theorem 2 concerns the traduction of
the criteria in terms of the matrices defining the discrete-time
system (6). If the stabilization criteria is satisfied, then, by
virtue of Theorem 1, it yields
∀Tk ∈ [T̄1 , T̄2 ] and ∀x0 ∈ E ,
∆V (k) = xkT (ÃT (Tk )PÃ(Tk ) − P)xk + 2xk PB̃(Tk )sat(Kxk ) < 0,
with the corresponding K and the matrices Ã(Tk ) and B̃(Tk )
given in (6).
5. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS
From the theoretical result given by Theorem 2, this section
provides the formulation of some optimization algorithms to
address the stabilization problems (P1) and (P2) defined in
Section 2.
5.1 Maximization of the estimate of the region of attraction
For a given u0 and an asynchronous sampling satisfying (1)
with given T̄1 and T̄2 , the objective is to determine K that leads
to largest set of of initial conditions for which the conditions
of Theorem 2 are satisfied. In other words, we should find
K such that E is maximized considering some size criterion.
For instance, we can maximize the minimal axis of E , which
corresponds to minimize the maximal eigenvalue of P. This can
be accomplished from the following optimization problem
max δ
subject to
(17), (18), (19)¸
·
−δ I
I
< 0.
I −Ỹ − Ỹ T + P̃

(26)

Note that, from Lemma 1, the last inequality above ensures that
P < δ I, which ensures that λmax (P) < δ .
5.2 Maximization of the sampling period
Define a region of admissible initial states
©
ª
E0 = x ∈ Rn , xT P0 x ≤ 1 .
Hence, given T̄1 the idea is to find the maximal T̄2 for which
it is possible to compute K such that the asymptotic stability
is ensured for all initial conditions belonging to E0 . An upperbound on the maximal T̄2 can therefore be obtained from the
following optimization problem

max T̄2
subject to
(17), (18), (19)¸
·
−P0
I
< 0.
I −Ỹ − Ỹ T + P̃

(27)

Note that, from Lemma 1, the last inequality above ensures that
P < P0 , which ensures that E0 ⊂ E .
Remark 2. Note that, for a fixed ε , the constraints in (26)
and (27) are LMIs. Then the optimal solution can be easily
approached by solving LMI-based problems on a grid in ε .
6. EXAMPLES
We consider the system (2) with the following matrices (taken
from Cao et al. (2002)):
·
¸
· ¸
1.1 −0.6
1
A=
, B=
,
0.5 −1.0
1
and where ū = 5. From Fridman et al. (2004), the gain K =
[−1.696 0.523] ensures the local stability of the closed loop
for all samplings with the maximum sampling interval T ≤ 0.75
and the set of admissible initial conditions is defined by
·
¸
0.9132 −0.2816
T
x ≤ 1.
x0
−0.2816 0.0868 0
The largest circle included in this ellipsoid is of radius 0.3551.
Based on Theorem 2, the gain K = [2.037 − 0.628] ensures
the stability of the system under any asynchronous sampling
period satisfying (1) with T̄1 = 0 and T̄2 = 0.75 for all initial
conditions is defined by
¸
·
0.0807 −0.0249
x ≤ 1,
x0T
−0.0249 0.0077 0
and the larger circle included in this ellipsoid is given by
||x0 || ≤ 3.391 (corresponding to δ = 90.1 × 10−3 ) which is
approximatively ten times larger than the one from Fridman
et al. (2004). Moreover, it is possible to design a stabilizing state
control feedback for all asynchronous samplings satisfying with
T̄1 = 0 and T̄2 = 1.38. This proves the efficiency of the method.
7. CONCLUSION
This article proposed a novel constructive stabilization condition for sampled data control systems taking into account
sampling period variation and actuators constraints. The basic
idea behind the method consists in considering a continuous
functional whose values at the sampling instants coincides with
a quadratic Lyapunov function for the discrete-time system.
The actuator saturation is tackled using a generalized sector
condition. The derived conditions are in LMI form, which allows to compute a stabilizing state feedback and an associated
set of admissible initial conditions by solving convex optimization problems. The method is therefore suitable to cope
with sampling jitter and package losses in networked control
systems.
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